As you finish an activity, move ahead the number of spaces listed after it on your game board. When all the spaces on the game board are filled in, bring the game board to your local library for a prize!

(You don’t need to finish every activity to complete the board!)

- We read together (2 spaces for every day you read)
- We learned a new song (2 spaces)
- We talked about rain (1 space)
- We drew with crayons and/or markers (2 spaces)
- We talked about gardens (1 space)
- We took a walk together and counted how many dogs we saw (2 spaces)
- We talked about the ways a triangle and a square are different from each other (1 space)
- We looked for different shapes around the house (2 spaces)
- We visited a park (3 spaces)
- We made a list of all the words we could think of that rhymed with the word, spring (2 spaces)
- We danced to music together (1 space)
- We practiced writing numbers (2 spaces)
- We looked for budding flowers outside (2 spaces)
- We made up a silly song (2 spaces)
- We talked with a person in our neighborhood (3 spaces)
- We counted how many times we could hop up and down (2 spaces)
- We planted some seeds in the ground or in a pot (4 spaces)
- We made a phone call to someone we love (2 spaces)
- We looked at puddles and talked about them (2 spaces)
- We talked about what makes someone a good friend (1 space)
- We built a structure out of things around the house (3 spaces)
- We played Follow the Leader (2 spaces)
- We drew and talked about different colors (2 spaces)
- We cut the colors that we drew into pieces (2 spaces)
- We made a collage from the cut-up color paper pieces (2 spaces)
- We made a list of people who share my name (2 spaces)
- We talked about food and how our body uses it (1 space)
- We made a drawing for someone we love (2 spaces)
- We talked about ways we can calm ourselves down. Then we practiced one of them (2 spaces)

Do you have ideas for activities or suggestions? Send them to oca@pcls.us

Did You Know?

Need help? Help Me Grow Pierce County connects families to community resources to support healthy child development. Just dial 211.
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